
Wireless recycling is a growing concern for educational 
institutions. With millions of wireless devices being retired 
each year, administrators have a responsibility to ensure their 
devices are handled in a way that doesn't jeopardize 
sensitive information or contaminate the local environment. 
At the same time, many of these devices retain value that 
can be converted into revenue and used to upgrade to 
newer technology. To properly address these issues, 
educational organizations need a serious partner and a 
proven program.

e-Cycle works with educational organizations of all sizes to 
help them protect academic records and private data. We 
also deliver a green solution that doesn’t cost you anything. 
In fact, we actually put money back into your telecom 
budget so faculty and administrators can reinvest in the 
latest wireless devices and accessories.

A partner for  
the long haul

At e-Cycle, we understand 
that educational 
organizations need to focus 
on their students and not be 
bogged down by yet another 
annual administrative 
responsibility. Our goal is 
to fully manage all wireless 
recycling and buyback issues 
on your behalf. We want to 
be your go-to partner; the 
one you trust now and well 
into the future.

Wireless buyback and recycling for 

educational organizations



e-Cycle LLC
7775 Walton Parkway, Ste 250 
New Albany, OH 43054

Phone: 614.210.1120
Toll-free: 877.215.5255

Email: GoGreen@e-Cycle.com
www.e-Cycle.com

A proven process 
e-Cycle has created a program to manage all your wireless buyback and 
recycling needs. We provide schools and universities with unmatched data 
security through a simple, no-cost green solution. It’s as easy as shipping your 
used devices to our facility. We even pay for the shipping on qualifying device 
shipments. 

Recycle wireless devices at no cost 
At e-Cycle, every one of your wireless devices that has outlived its market 
value is sorted out to be recycled. The battery is removed and sent to an EPA-
registered facility to ensure its toxic materials do not end up in a landfill. The 
core technology, including the motherboard and all wiring, is shredded and 
melted down so precious metals can be reused.

Recover financial value from obsolete devices
Redeeming the resale value in used wireless devices can allow educational 
organizations to stay on top of mobile technology. e-Cycle uses the latest 
market pricing reports to determine the value of your equipment. We send you 
a check for your devices as well as a complete inventory report, detailing make, 
model, value and condition of the devices. In many cases, these credits can be 
applied to upgrade technology and provide faculty and administrators with the 
latest devices and accessories.

Protect sensitive data
We understand that educational organizations can never compromise academic 
records. And as more faculty and administrators use their wireless devices to 
access internal databases and review confidential documents and grades, these 
devices present a growing security risk. At e-Cycle, all the data on recyclable 
devices is destroyed and we put your resalable devices through a comprehensive 
data removal process to ensure that sensitive and private information is deleted. 
After restoring the factory settings, our quality assurance team rechecks every 
device to make sure the data has been completely cleared. Many educational 
organizations depend on e-Cycle to handle this often complex process.

The right partner
Working with e-Cycle is easy, secure and financially rewarding. That’s why many 
of the world’s largest organizations have chosen e-Cycle to be their long-term 
partner for wireless buyback and recycling. So call us today – we understand your 
needs and want to work with you.
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